The Role of Percutaneous Drainage in the Treatment of Severe Acute Pancreatitis on the Basis of the Modified Atlanta Classification
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1. Introduction

According to the Atlanta Classification in many cases of acute pancreatitis there are three well-defined fluid collections: acute peripancreatic fluid collection (APFC), the so-called postnecrotic pancreatic/peripancreatic fluid collection which develops in the region of liquifed pancreatic necrosis, and the pseudocyst that develops in the late phase of the illness.

In many cases, these anatomic entities can be successfully treated with radiological interventional methods.

It is difficult to correctly interpret the articles that review the treatment of numerous patients because the nomenclature is unclear. The aim of this article is to analyse the indications, limits and results of the listed complications treated by percutaneous drainage (PD) which aggravate acute pancreatitis on the basis of the literature.

2. What to drain?

2.1 Acute peripancreatic fluid collection (APFC)

According to the Atlanta Classification peripancreatic fluid collection develops in the early phase of acute pancreatitis in about 40% of cases. The acute fluid collection usually develops around the pancreas but sometimes emerges in the glandular area and does not contain a high quantity of necrosis. Not rarely, it spreads into the chest, mediastinum and/or into the pararenal area. Several fluid collections can develop at the same time and can shuttle together. The rich pancreatic enzyme content of the fluid can indicate communication with the pancreatic duct or indicate parenchymal necrosis. They do not have definite walls, and are limited by the walls of the surrounding organs. In a significant number of cases (about 30-50%), spontaneous resolution occurs without surgical or other intervention. If they do not show tendency towards resolution, they can become of significant size and cause clinical symptoms or complications [5,6,33,44].

The most frequent complaints caused by a big, 8-15 cm size acute fluid collection are pain, tension, and increasing abdominal pressure which can significantly worsen the efficiency of breathing [1,9]. In other cases they can cause compression symptoms (jaundice, duodenal obstruction) or bleeding can develop inside of them. Another frequent complication is the
superinfection of the fluid that can be confirmed by fine needle aspiration (FNA) [1,2,11,19,25,33,37,40,44].

The APFC can be visualized by CT scan or ultrasound examination as well. The number of acute fluid collections correlate to the severity of the pancreatitis, the length of hospitalization and mortality [19].

Even today the treatment of acute peripancreatic fluid collections is not totally clear. In a small sized fluid collection, conservative treatment (naso-jejunal feeding, the resting of pancreas) is usually effective. Fluid evacuation is advisable when it causes severe symptoms. In the past only surgical intervention was available. The authors do not recommend surgical treatment in the early phase of the illness because of the high morbidity and mortality rates. With the development of interventional radiology and manipulative laparo-endoscopy there are other possibilities to evacuate these fluid collections without operation [1,6,11,14,21,25,35,40,44].

For the treatment of sterile fluid collection percutaneous puncture and drainage are widely applied. It is disputed whether repeated punctures or drainage is the most suitable for the treatment of fluid collections. There are some who are satisfied with the clearing of the fluid collection with only one or repeated punctures in sterile cases. However, this is successful only in a few cases and drainage or surgical intervention follows [6,28,40,44].

According to those who are pro drainage in the treatment of sterile acute peripancreatic fluid collections, drainage can be applied effectively [1,3,4,14,21,25,34,35,40,44]. Acute compartment syndrome caused by massive acute peripancreatic fluid collection can be treated effectively with PD [9]. In the randomized controlled trial of Zerem et al. they commit themselves to drainage treatment [44].

Those who are against drainage treatment claim that it is the treatment itself which causes the dreadful complication, the infection of the fluid. According to the literature the rate of iatrogenous infection is about 8-27% [12,25,28,40]. Walser, Zerem et al. report a very high, 50% rate of infection which is, in our opinion, the result of the irrigation 2-3 times a day [40,44]. To determine the correct rate of iatrogenous infections treated without drainage or puncture a prospective randomized trial should be performed which is not available at this time.

With regard to the management of infected acute peripancreatic fluid collections, views are not as varied in these cases: percutaneous drainage is suggested [1,5,8,18,21,22,25,33,34]. Surgery can often be avoided by drainage treatment, and in other cases the intervention is suitable for delaying operative treatment. In such cases, when drainage is not effective, operation is suggested [5,6,8,18,21,22,25,34,35,44].

2.2 Post-necrotic Pancreatic Fluid Collection (PNPFC), Walled-off Pancreatic Necrosis (WOPN)

Necrosis can liquify and can be accompanied by the development of different sizes of fluid collections. These cases are equivalent to the pathological entity accepted in the modified Atlanta Classification as postnecrotic peripancreatic/pancreatic fluid collection and walled-off pancreatic necrosis. WOPN can be misdiagnosed by contrast-enhanced CT for pseudocyst but MRI, abdominal or endoscopic ultrasound can help with differential diagnosis for these are suitable for proving the significant quantity of necrosis in the fluid. This differentiation is very important because treatment, especially the minimally invasive one, is different because in cases of WOPN the necrotized tissues should be removed. PNPFC cases can be sterile and infected as well [5,12,18,22,24,33,34,43].
In cases of PNFC puncture and/or drainage is usually not enough, the evacuation of necrotic tissues are also necessary and for this reason some authors are explicitly against drainage treatment [3,6,22]. According to other authors the evacuation of necrosis and fluid collection is possible with the help of irrigation through 14-30 F bore drains. Necrosectomy can be performed by using dormia basket. For such treatment more catheters should be placed in the cavity [5,10,11,12,18,21,26,29,33,36,38,43]. Bruennel et al. did not find a relation between the thickness, or the number of the drains and the effectiveness. With so-called ‘sinus tract endoscopy’ necrectomy can be performed effectively following the dilatation of the drain’s channel [23,36,43]. Horvath et al. performed necrosectomy via the channels of the drains with a supplementary incision using laparoscopy [16,17]. More than 20% of the patients treated with the minimal invasive method recovered without operation. An alternative method for the treatment of WOPN is the endoscopic transmural necrosectomy and drainage [13,15,27,30,31,41]. Necrosectomy during operation is the suitable method in cases of unsuccessfully treated patients [3,6,10,11,12,22,24,26,28,33,34,36,43].

2.3 Acute pseudocyst
The acute pseudocyst appears on CT scan as a walled, oval or circle shaped fluid. It often develops in the area of an earlier acute fluid collection which did not show any tendency to resolution. The frequency of this is about 30-50%. The wall of the pseudocyst contains inflammatory tissues but is not covered by epithelium. It develops most frequently in the environment of the pancreas but mediastinal or pelvic appearances are also known. About 4 weeks are needed for the development of the mutation from the beginning of the disease. Its content is usually sterile but sometimes bacteria can be detected without any clinical manifestation, in other cases it contains pus [5].

Almost 50% of acute pseudocysts do not cause any clinical symptoms and show spontaneous absorbing susceptibility. Especially smaller pseudocysts that are not bigger than 4-6 cm, recover with conservative treatment (eg: naso-jejunal feeding) [18,33,37]. Bigger pseudocysts can cause explicit clinical complaints. Compressive symptoms and pain are the most frequent among them. As a complication the content can become infected. Air bubbles can be seen in it on CT examination. In its cavity pseudoaneurysm can develop which can cause fatal bleeding [2,6,11,14,28,33,37].

In those cases where compressive or respiratory complications or pain develop, surgery or less burdensome percutaneous drainage gives an opportunity for treatment, allowing for the descent of the fluid as well as its bacteriological examination [3,4,6,8,11,18,24,33,35]. More drains can be placed in cases of multiple pseudocysts [11,18,35].

Operation can be avoided in cases treated this way and drainage can lead to complete recovery, in other cases it is suitable for delaying the time of operation [3,4,6,8,11,18,37,43]. In those cases where the cyst cavity communicates with the Wirsung ductal system, external drainage is not effective. For this reason, the anatomical conditions of the pseudocyst must be cleared by ERCP prior to external drainage [18]. In cases when communication is detected between the pancreatic duct and the necroma as a well accepted method internal endoscopic transluminal drainage (NOTES) and lavage, with endoscopic necrosectomy is indicated [13,30].

The infected pseudocyst appears as a pancreatic abscess in the late phase of severe acute pancreatitis, at least 4 weeks after the beginning of the disease and needs radiologic
intervention or surgery in each case. It does not contain a considerable quantity of necrotic tissue mass in opposition to the infected liquified necrosis (Post-necrotic Pancreatic Fluid Collection, Walled-off Pancreatic Necrosis). On CT scan gas bubbles can be observed [1,2,5,6,18,20,29,37,43]. Surgery in these cases involves a lower rate of morbidity and mortality than those performed in the early phase of pancreatitis. The results are good [20,37]. Percutaneous drainage treatment can be applied in cases of pancreatic abscess with good results and it can be suggested as the first intervention [4,5,6,8,18,20,29,33,37,38,43]. Drainage can be also applied in cases of numerous abscesses. It is important to carry out bacteriological analysis from each abscess one by one because different types of bacteria can be cultured from them. The management must be supplemented with antibiotics [1,4,5,18,20,26]. PD has an effectiveness of 31-94% in the treatment of pancreatic abscesses [1,4,5, 8,18,20,26,33,37,43].

3. How to drain?

For drainage a pig-tail catheter is well accepted. The insertion of the drain can be guided by CT or ultrasound and fluoroscopy or without it [5,6,8,10,11,12,18,21,28,32,39,42,44]. The catheter with the main wire is led into the fluid collection and following verification of its placement the wire is removed (Figure 1-2). The indication of the location and function is that a proper quantity of fluid appears. Depending on the quality of the fluid, different size of drains should be used. If there is an abscess, the thicker (14-30F), otherwise the thinner (8-10F), pig-tail catheter is to be used [1,6,8,10,11,12,21,32,36,39]. The drained fluid should be sent for bacteriological analysis in each case. More drains can be inserted at a time if necessary [5,8,10,11,12,18,21,32,33,35,39,42,44]. The drain is usually placed without active suction. The daily quantity and quality of the fluid must be measured and examined. If the sterile fluid becomes thickened or purulent, it signifies bacterial infection. If pus appears or the fluid is dense, the irrigation of the cavity is also possible [1,10,11,21,42,44]. Ultrasound examination is the most suitable for the observation of the size of the fluid collection. It is also inexpensive and can also be performed bedside (Figure 3). The cavity filled with contrast material can be well demonstrated and is apt for showing fistulae [1,6,10,11,42,44].

The drain can be removed if the fluid has cleared up, has become „sterile”, the quantity of the drained fluid is less than 10-30 ml per day and the cavity has deflated on imaging examinations [1,6,10,12,44]. More than 20% of patients (20-50%) recover without surgery, by drainage treatment. If the drained cavity does not decrease during drainage or the septic state does not show a tendency towards resolution, surgical treatment is indicated. In such cases with the application of drainage early operation can be avoided [1,4,6,8,10,11,12,21,26,32,35,39,42]. Others suggest transluminal endoscopic (NOTES) procedure if percutaneous drainage is failed [7,13,15,27,30,31,41] Some authors suggest the combination of external and internal drainage with endoscopic necrosectomy [27,30]. Complications related to percutaneous drainage are rare. In an experienced hand the rate of iatrogenic injuries are negligible, less than 2%, generally the injury of the surrounding organs, bleeding can be noticed [1,4,11,12,21,32,35,39,44]. Sometimes the drain can get clogged or slip out, then its replacement is required [8,35,42,44].
Fig. 1. Percutaneous CT guided puncture of acute peripancreatic fluid collection

A late complication of PD is the development of pancreatic fistulae, which may be in relation with the skin or gastrointestinal tract and most close spontaneously. The facts that influence the effectiveness of PD of infected fluid collections positively are the presence of a single fluid collection, the lack of necrosis, the low APACHE-II and Ransome points and the lack of failure [8,35,42,44].

In this chapter the authors suggest reviewing the transmural endoscopic (NOTES) necrosectomy as a minimal invasive method. More and more authors in selected patients use this method for necrosectomy with a successful rate of 73-92% [2,7,13,15,27,30,31,41]. The necrotic cavity can be drained to the stomach or the duodenum. The effectiveness of this method can be enhanced with the use of endoscopic ultrasound (ES) [7,13,15,27,30,31,41].
After dilating the puncture channel to 8-20 mm the necrectomy can be performed with the use of baskets, snares, transparent scope caps, nets and/or water jet [7,13,27,30,31,41]. This procedure must be repeated till the complete emptying of the necroma [7,13,27,30,31]. After the necrectomy it is essential to drain the cavity with pigtail catheters, or stents [13,41]. The endoscopic drainage of WOPN decreases the length of hospitalization, the duration of external drainage, the number of CT scans [15]. This method is a possible therapy before or instead of surgery [2,7,13,27,30,31,41].

Fig. 2. Percutaneous CT-guided drainage of acute peripancreatic fluid collection
In conclusion percutaneous drainage plays an important role in the treatment of concomitant sterile ad septic fluid collections (APFC, PNPFC, WOPN, acute pseudocyst) in severe acute pancreatitis. In well selected cases percutaneous drainage with appropriate caliber drains and supplementary therapy in the greater part of cases leads to complete recovery. In other cases PD is useful to delay surgery or to avoid early operation.

4. Abbreviations

APFC: Acute Peripancreatic Fluid Collection
PD: Percutaneous Drainage
FNA: Fine Needle Aspiration
CT: Computed Tomography
PNPFC: Post-necrotic Pancreatic Fluid Collection
WOPN: Walled-off Pancreatic Necrosis
MRI: Magnetic Resonance Image
ERCP: Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio-Panreatographia
ES: Endoscopic Ultrasound
NOTES: Natural Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery
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Acute Pancreatitis (AP) in approximately 80% of cases, occurs as a secondary complication related to
gallstone disease and alcohol misuse. However there are several other different causes that produce it such
as metabolism, genetics, autoimmunity, post-ERCP, and trauma for example... This disease is commonly
associated with the sudden onset of upper abdominal pain that is usually severe enough to warrant the patient
seeking urgent medical attention. Overall, 10-25% of AP episodes are classified as severe. This leads to an
associated mortality rate of 7-30% that has not changed in recent years. Treatment is conservative and
generally performed by experienced teams often in ICUs. Although most cases of acute pancreatitis are
uncomplicated and resolve spontaneously, the presence of complications has a significant prognostic
importance. Necrosis, hemorrhage, and infection convey up to 25%, 50%, and 80% mortality, respectively.
Other complications such as pseudocyst formation, pseudo-aneurysm formation, or venous thrombosis,
increase morbidity and mortality to a lesser degree. The presence of pancreatic infection must be avoided.